By popular demand, we have designed a bunker product that is small and affordable for everyone! Even better, the mini-bunker is available for financing. The Rising S “Mini Bunkers” are built from high quality steel, with the same fabrication techniques as our larger bunkers/bomb shelters. Mini bunkers are engineered with the same high standard of quality and pride. The mini bunker is designed specifically for the blue collar American family.

Going down the staircase of the survival shelter you will feel a sense of security from the beginning. When you enter the mini bunker, if you look to the left you will notice a cozy bunk bed and air filtration system. To your right side, you will find a stainless sink and shelving for food storage. Across from the sink is a closet for additional needs. Walking a few steps further is where you will find the composting toilet and shower. Keep in mind all of our bunkers are custom builds. We can provide additional bunks and shelving or a combination of other options to customize your shelter. The mini bunker even comes equipped with a TV/DVD combo to keep you and your family entertained. This popular shelter is the perfect solution to keeping your family safe and getting off grid.

INCLUDES:

- Double Bunks (with room for storage underneath)
- NBC air filtration system
- Kitchen counter
- Stainless Sink
- Shelving in the kitchen
- Water pressure pump
- Grey-water evacuation tank
- Fresh water inlet
- Standard staircase w/ handrail
- Composting toilet
- Shower
- 12 volt tv/dvd combo
- 12 volt LED lighting
- Solar Generating Charging System With Battery Supply
- 120/240 volt inlet
- Painted interior
- 150 year coating on the exterior

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
Walking down the staircase of the survival shelter you will feel a sense of security immediately. Upon entering the shelter, you will notice the bunk beds and closet to your right. You will be pleased when you see just how much you can store under the bed and in the closet. Directly to the left you will find a tv/dvd combo for entertainment. There is also a dining table with bench seating. The kitchen is furnished with a stainless sink and shelving. The bathroom is located to the left side of the kitchen. It includes a composting toilet and more shelving. This 10 x 20 base model survival shelter is ideal for a small family.

INCLUDES:
- Security Door
- Dining Table
- Double Bunks
- Closet
- NBC Air Filtration System
- Stainless Sink
- Composting Toilet
- Shelving For Food Storage
- Water Pressure Pump
- Grey-Water Evacuation Tank
- 12 Volt LED Lighting
- Solar Generated Charging System With Battery Supply
- 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo
- Fresh Water Inlet
- 120/240 Volt Inlet
- Standard Staircase w/ Handrail
- Painted Interior
- 150 Year Coating on the Exterior

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
Once you enter the upgraded model you will notice a difference right away. The door has been improved and is bullet resistant. Walking into the 10 x 20 upgraded survival shelter you will find bunk beds and a closet to your right. To your left you will see a tv/dvd combo to keep your family entertained. A dining table with bench seating is there so you can enjoy meals together. You will also notice a kitchen area with plenty of counter top space, shelving and a sink. Walking further into your survival shelter you will notice that you have plenty of storage. The bathroom has a door, tankless water heater, composting toilet and a shower. This upgraded model offers more features then the base model and is reasonably priced. This shelter is great for a family of four.
Walking into the 10 x 30 survival shelter you will notice bunk beds and closets on both sides. Under the bunk beds, there is more than enough of room to store goods. Walking further into the shelter you see a dining table with bench seating. A kitchen is present with plenty of counter top space and a sink. In the rear of the shelter is a bathroom with a composting toilet and shelving unit to ensure your family can keep an adequate amount of goods safe. The 10 x 30 survival shelter provides plenty of space needed to accommodate a family of four. This survival shelter offers a more open floor plan than the 20’ models which allows for more customization and bulk storage.

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
This survival shelter offers a more open floor plan than the 20’ models which allows for more customization, bulk storage and shelving. As you walk into this shelter, you see a set of bunk beds to each side of the room. There is also two closets for clothes and supplies. The living and kitchen area flow together neatly. You will see a sink and table with bench seating so you can enjoy a meal with your family. From the kitchen you walk into storage room and bathroom. The storage area has an abundance of shelving for food and goods. The bathroom is to your left. It features a composting toilet, tankless water heater and a shower. You won’t be disappointed with this shelter.

INCREASES:

• Bullet Resistant Door
• 2 – Double Bunks
• NBC Air Filtration With Blast Valves and Over pressure
• Double Counter With Sink
• Composting Toilet

• Shelving For Food Storage
• Water Pressure Pump
• Shower
• Hot Water Heater
• Grey-Water Evacuation Tank & Pump
• Bathroom Door

• 12 Volt LED Lighting
• Solar Generation Charging System With Battery Supply
• 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo
• Fresh Water Inlet
• 120/240 Volt Inlet
• Staircase Handrail
• Painted Interior and 150 Year Coating on the Exterior

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
This survival shelter offers a more open floor plan than the 20’ and 30’ models which allows for even more customization, bulk storage and shelving. In addition to more floor space, this unit comes with our Standard Security Door, Dining Table, 2 – Extra Long Double Bunks, 2 – Closets, Basic NBC Air Filtration, Double Counter With Sink, Composting Toilet, Shelving For Food Storage, Water Pressure Pump, Grey-Water Evacuation Tank, 12 Volt LED Lighting, Solar Generation Charging System With Battery Supply, 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo, Fresh Water Inlet, 120/240 Volt Inlet, Staircase Handrail, Painted Interior and 150 Year Coating on the Exterior.

This roomy 10×40 base model survival shelter offers sleeping for a large family up to 8 people. The larger floor plan of this survival shelter offers more than enough counter space and storage shelving to keep your family going for an even longer period of time. There is plenty of room for additional customization and enough space to keep everyone happy and comfortable. The 10×40 base model has all the necessary structures to help your family live ‘off-grid’ for an extended period of time.

$85,500

10’×40’ - STANDARD SERIES - BASE MODEL

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
This survival shelter offers a more open floor plan than the 20’ and 30’ models which allows for even more customization, bulk storage and shelving. In addition to more floor space this unit comes with our Bullet Resistant Door, Dining Table With Bench (Can Double As A Bed), Extra Long Double Bunks, 2 – Closets, NBC Air Filtration With Blast Valves and Overpressure, Double Counter With Sink, Composting Toilet, Shelving For Food Storage, Water Pressure Pump, Shower, Hot Water Heater, Grey-Water Evacuation Tank, Grey-Water Evacuation Pump, Bathroom Door, 12 Volt LED Lighting, Solar Generated Charging System With Battery Supply, 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo, Fresh Water Inlet, 120/240 Volt Inlet, Staircase Handrail, Painted Interior and 150 Year Coating on the Exterior.

The 10×40 upgraded survival shelter is one of our most popular models because it offers all the protection you need while being spacious and unconfined. This large survival shelter offers comfortable sleeping for four or more with the jack knife sofa/bed. Included in this model is a dining table and bench style seating. There is more than enough counter top space with extra room throughout the entire survival shelter. This upgraded large survival shelter has all the features to keep your family ‘off-grid’ while being large enough to keep everyone content and happy.
This newly redesigned bomb shelter allows your sleeping quarters to be hidden while you sleep safely behind a concealed and locked security door. This feature provides an extra line of defense. Intruders cannot access this door. Upon entry you only see the kitchen area, a fold out sofa bed and a bathroom. What you don’t see is that hidden behind the bathroom there is enough room to sleep 10 people. The master bedroom is private and spacious. It also includes a closet or additional storage. The extra bed room contains 4 double bunk style beds that are large enough to hold 8 adults. Additionally, the bunks are raised for food storage. The bathroom includes a shower, toilet and a sink. We also provide a tankless hot water heater. The kitchen has a great deal of cabinet space that includes a sink. The dining table, with bench style seating, provides even more room. The living area comes with a closet for extra storage. We also include a TV for family entertainment. This bomb shelter provides extra protection for your family while allowing you to survive 'off-grid' comfortably. This model comes with the same amenities as our 10'x50'.

**INCLUDES:**

- Bullet Resistant Door
- 4 – Double Bunks
- NBC Air Filtration With Blast Valves
- Double Counter With Sink
- Composting Toilet
- Bathroom Door
- Shelving For Food Storage
- Water Pressure Pump
- Shower
- Hot Water Heater
- Grey-Water Evacuation Tank & Pump
- 12 Volt LED Lighting
- Solar Generation Charging System With Battery Supply
- 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo
- Fresh Water Inlet
- 120/240 Volt Inlet
- Staircase Handrail
- Painted Interior and 150 Year Coating on the Exterior

---

**10'x50’ - SILVER LEAF SERIES - HIDDEN ROOMS**

$122,500

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
This newly redesigned bomb shelter allows room separation unlike other models. In this unit the Kitchen and Dining are on the opposite end of the Master Bedroom and Bunk Room, with a common living area in between. The side entry allows for a more traditional home feel. By separating the rooms you get a much larger feel inside. This bomb shelter comes with the same amenities as our 10’x50’ Survival Shelter Upgrade Model which includes a Dining Table With Bench, Double Counter With Sink, Composting Toilet, NBC Air Filtration with Blast Valves and Over pressure Valve, Bullet Resistant Security Door, Shower, Tankless Hot Water Heater, Water Pressure Pump, Grey-Water Evacuation Pump and Master Bedroom. In addition to the traditional amenities normally included in an upgrade model bunker This Silver Leaf Model has a separate room for the bunk beds as well as a spacious pantry for food storage. There is an abundance of space in this bomb shelter that allows for storage and comfortable living.
This newly redesigned bunker allows for your sleeping quarters to be separate from the living quarters of the bunker. The Homesteader model in our Freedom Series is perfect for the larger family that values privacy for sleeping. Upon entrance of the Homesteader, you will be in the living area. This space has a TV. If you look to the left, you will find a full bathroom. This bathroom features a composting toilet, shower, sink and tankless water heater. When you walk to the right you come into the Dining area and Kitchen. The Dining area holds a table with bench seating. The kitchen has a stainless sink, and a very spacious pantry with shelving. The storage area is large enough to keep enough goods to sustain your family for an extended period of time. The 2 bedrooms are located across from the entrance of the Homesteader. These 2 private bedrooms come with the option of a queen size bed or bunk beds. Each room also has a closet.

INCLUDES:
- Bullet Resistant Door
- Double Bunks
- Queen Bed
- NBC Air Filtration With Blast Valves
- Double Counter With Sink
- Composting Toilet
- Shelving For Food Storage
- Water Pressure Pump
- Shower
- Hot Water Heater
- Grey-Water Evacuation Tank & Pump
- Bathroom Door
- 12 Volt LED Lighting
- Solar Generation Charging System With Battery Supply
- 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo
- Fresh Water Inlet
- 120/240 Volt Inlet
- Standard Staircase Handrail
- Painted Interior and 150 Year Coating on the Exterior
This redesigned bunker provides you with an extra sleeping area and a private bedroom, without sacrificing living space and storage. The Pioneer model, in our Freedom Series is perfect for the larger family that needs extra room at bedtime. Walking into the bunker you will find yourself in front of a large dining table with bench seating. Directly to the left you will see the kitchen. This kitchen features a stainless sink, storage under the counter and shelving above. The Pioneer Bunker also features a large walk in storage area with shelving along the walls and shelving in the center of the room. Walking back through the bunker you will find a living area beside the dining space. The living area features a TV. Adjacent to the living room is the full bathroom. The bathroom includes a sink, shower, composting toilet and tankless water heater. Further down the bunker you will find 4 sets of bunk beds with 2 closets. Once you pass through the bunk room, you will come to the master bedroom. The master is equipped with a queen size bed and even more room to store goods under the bed. The Pioneer bunker is perfect for a very large family or even multiple families.

INCLUDES:
- Bullet Resistant Door
- 4-Double Bunks
- 1-Queen Bed
- NBC Air Filtration With Blast Valves
- Double Counter With Sink
- Composting Toilet
- Shelving For Food Storage
- Water Pressure Pump
- Shower
- Hot Water Heater
- Grey-Water Evacuation Tank & Pump
- Bathroom Door
- 12 Volt LED Lighting
- Solar Generation Charging System With Battery Supply
- 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo
- Fresh Water Inlet
- 120/240 Volt Inlet
- Standard Staircase Handrail
- Painted Interior and 150 Year Coating on the Exterior

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
This new Double Wide Design offers a more "like home" feel. With this open floor plan your kitchen, dining and living area are conjoined allowing for space utilization and customization. This bomb shelter can be customized with our signature steel table and bench or left open for more traditional home furnishings. Once you have walked down the stairs and enter the Admiral, you will be directly in the living room. The TV/DVD combo is ready for your entertainment. The large living room leaves a wide variety of possibilities for your furniture arrangement. Leaving the living area you transition smoothly into the kitchen. The kitchen comes equipped with a stainless sink, and a double counter top. Beyond the common area is the hallway that leads to 2 bedrooms and the bathroom. The bathroom includes a shower, composting toilet and a sink. The tankless water heater allows your family to take nice hot showers. The 2 bedrooms in this unit both have a walk in closet for maximizing storage. Like the living room, the bedrooms also come with an open floor plan to allow for further customization and furniture arrangement in your bomb shelter. For emergency situations or defending your family the Admiral also offers an escape hatch. This double wide bomb shelter can provide your family an ‘off-grid’ lifestyle while living comfortably.

INCLUDES:
- Bullet Resistant Door
- Double Bunks
- Queen Bed
- NBC Air Filtration With Blast Valves
- Double Counter With Sink
- Composting Toilet
- Shelving For Food Storage
- Water Pressure Pump
- Shower
- Hot Water Heater
- Grey-Water Evacuation Tank & Pump
- Bathroom Door
- 12 Volt LED Lighting
- Solar Generation Charging System With Battery Supply
- 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo
- Fresh Water Inlet
- 120/240 Volt Inlet
- Standard Staircase Handrail
- Painted Interior and 150 Year Coating on the Exterior

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
This new 1200 Square Foot Double Wide Design offers a more like home feel. With its open floor plan your Kitchen, Dining and Living Area are conjoined allowing for space utilization. This unit can be customized with our Signature Steel Table and Bench or left open for more traditional home furnishings. Beyond this common area are three bedrooms with walk in closets as well as a spacious pantry for food storage. The Admiral Series Bomb Shelters come equipped with our Bullet Resistant Door, Escape Hatch, NBC Air Filtration With Blast Valves and Overpressure, Full Kitchen with a Double Count-er Including a Double Sink, Composting Toilet, Shelving For Food Storage, Water Pressure Pump, Shower, Hot Water Heater, Grey-Water Evacuation Tank, Grey-Water Evacuation Pump, Bathroom Door, 12 Volt LED Lighting, Solar Generator With Battery Supply, 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo, Fresh Water Inlet, 120/240 Volt Inlet, Staircase Handrail, Painted Interior and 150 Year Coating on the Exterior.

This larger Admiral Series bomb shelter features 3 separate bedrooms with walk-in closets for maximizing storage. Walking into this Admiral Series bomb shelter you will find the door and stairway is bullet resistant, ensuring a safe entrance to your survival shelter. After walking down the stairway, you will walk into the wide open living room. The open style living rooms opens up possibilities for furniture arrangements. The open style kitchen offers more then enough counter top area with a refrigerator and double sink. A dining table with bench style seating can be included, or you can have traditional style furniture for a more comfortable feel. Traveling down the hallway of this bomb shelter you will first encounter a walk in pantry with abundant shelf style storage. To the left you will find the first bedroom that includes a walk in closet. To the right you will find a bathroom that includes a composite toilet, shower, shelving and a tankless water heater. Continuing down the hallway of the bomb shelter, you will find a large bedroom with walk in closet. This is extremely large bedroom for a bomb shelter and allows for an endless possibilities for furniture arrangement. Going into the last bedroom, you will find a spacious room with large walking closets. If you don’t know its there, you would never find the escape hatch with hidden access door. The escape hatch provides a great last line of defense for your bomb shelter. The Admiral Series bomb shelter is unique in that it offers an open floor plan while being able to provide your family with an ‘off-grid’ lifestyle.

**INCLUDES:**

- Security Door
- Dining Table
- 2 Double Bunks
- 2 Queen Beds
- Closets
- NBC Air Filtration System w/ Blast Valves
- Stainless Sink
- Composting Toilet
- Pantry & Shelving For Food Storage
- Water Pressure Pump
- Grey-Water Evacuation Tank & Pump
- 12 Volt LED Lighting
- Solar Generated Charging System With Battery Supply
- 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo
- Fresh Water Inlet
- 120/240 Volt Inlet
- Staircase Handrail
- Painted Interior
- 150 Year Coating on the Exterior

**$288,000**

20’x50’ - ADMIRAL SERIES - DOUBLE WIDE

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
This new 1600 Square Foot Double Wide Design offers a more like home feel. With its open floor plan your Kitchen, Dining and Living Area are conjoined allowing for space utilization. This unit can be customized with our Signature Steel Table and Bench or left open for more traditional home furnishings. Beyond this common area are three bedrooms with walk in closets, a Master Bedroom, Master Bathroom, a Food Storage Room as well as a spacious pantry.

Walking into the Admiral Series 20×80 bomb shelter you will notice the bullet resistant blast door and staircase that will ensure the safest entrance to your survival shelter. An open living room welcomes you to your new bomb shelter. To the right you will find a very spacious master bedroom that includes its own walk in closet. The closet contains a secret escape hatch with hidden access door. The master bedroom of this bomb shelter includes a large master bathroom. This master bathroom has a shower, composite toilet, sink and tankless water heater. Exiting the master bedroom will lead you back to the open living room. The open living room provides you the liberty of endless furniture arrangements. Continuing down the bomb shelter you will find a giant food storage room. The food storage room of this bomb shelter can be equipped with shelving to optimize your storage needs. This large food storage area can be a huge asset in ensuring your family can survive longer with an abundant food storage capabilities. Continuing through this large Admiral Series bomb shelter will lead you to the kitchen and dining rooms. The kitchen includes large counter top space with a sink, and refrigerator. The dining room can include our signature table with bench style seating, or can be open so you have the option of a more traditional table arrangement for your bomb shelter. Right off the kitchen you will find an extremely large pantry area with built in shelving. When you walk down the hallway of the bomb shelter, you will find a bathroom and three additional bedrooms with walk in closets. These bedrooms create private areas for your family to sleep. The admiral Series 20×80 bomb shelter is the ultimate underground living solution for your family.

INCLUDES:

- Bullet Resistant Security Door
- 2 Double Bunks
- 3 Queen Beds
- 2 Large Pantries
- NBC Air Filtration System w/ Blast Valves
- Stainless Sink

- Composting Toilet
- Shelving For Food Storage
- Water Pressure Pump
- Grey-Water Evacuation Tank
- 12 Volt LED Lighting
- Solar Generated Charging System With Battery Supply
- 12 Volt TV/DVD Combo
- Fresh Water Inlet
- 120/240 Volt Inlet
- Staircase Handrail
- Painted Interior
- 150 Year Coating on the Exterior
The Defender was designed with large families in mind. While many of our steel bunkers and bomb shelters have the ability to protect a large number of people, this particular model is designed to not only house large groups but it has ample living space. With 5 bedrooms and 2 full bathrooms, this floor plan offers multiple private bedrooms or 5 separate rooms to fill with bunk beds. The open kitchen, dining and living area design allows for spacious living without sacrificing practicality. An over sized pantry assures you have adequate space to store foods you keep readily available and when the supply gets low you have an additional storage room located just around the corner. Your utility room that houses your generator and batteries as well as your emergency escape hatch is also located near the extended storage.

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
The Commander is a 1600 SqFt underground fortress. Equipped with all of the typically upgraded amenities, this extremely large underground shelter is designed to keep several families sustained for long periods of time. This floor plan is very spacious making it more than a perfect place to take shelter. Additionally, this plan also offers added security against intruders. The added security of the hidden rooms makes this floor plan a prepper’s paradise with enough secure storage room to put everything you have been storing. Just like all of our layouts, this floorplan can be customized in any way you want to suit your needs.

**INCLUDES:**
- Bullet Resistant Security Door
- Queen Bed
- 2-Double Bunks
- 2-Restrooms w/ Showers
- 1-Hidden Vault Room
- 1-Hidden Safe Room
- 3-Hidden Doors
- 1-Storage Unit (10’x30’)
- 1-Storage Unit w/ Work Shop (10’40’)
- 2-Kitchens
- 1- Escape Hatch
- 4-NBC Air Filtration Systems w/ Blast Valves
- Stainless Sinks
- Composting Toilet
- Shelving For Food Storage
- Grey-Water Evacuation Tank
- 12 Volt LED Lighting
- Solar Generated Charging System With Battery Supply
- Staircase Handrail

**XTREME SERIES - 1600SQFT - “THE COMMANDER”**

$399,000
The Eagle is 2400 SqFt, 6 unit bunker complex with multiple individual living units. All of the amenities of our typical upgrade units are included. There are 2 hidden security doors throughout the complex allowing the occupants to secure sections of the bunker if the need arises. Intruders will have no idea how large the complex is and how to access the safe rooms and secure sections that lead to the escape hatch. The bunker offers 4 individual living units, each with it’s own full bathroom living room areas. This floor plan was designed with multiple families in mind. While offering perhaps more security than any other floor plan – these units are divided in such a way as to provide every family their own independence from the other occupants.

INCLUDED:

- 6 Individual Bunkers
- 4 Individual Living Units
- 1 Large Storage Unit
- 1 Work Shop / Utility Unit
- 18 Bunk Style Beds with closet areas
- 1 Master’s quarters with queen size bed
- 1 Entrance
- 1 Escape Hatch
- 6 NBC Air Filtration Systems w/ Blast Valves
- 5 Full Bathrooms
- 2 Hidden Security Doors
- 1 Full Kitchen, complete with double sink, and plenty of storage and shelving
- Utility/Storage bunker complete with work shop
- Security Room / Surveillance room / Panic Room
The Patriot is a 2400 SqFt underground bunker. With 1 entrances and 1 escape hatch located behind a hidden door. Inside the bunker you’ll find all of the amenities of our upgraded model bunkers in addition to the added security of a hidden secure unit / panic room. The bunker offers living areas for 3 large families; 2 kitchens and dining area. This shelter is built with comfort in mind. It has enough room and storage to feed each occupant for more than 2 years. 3 Individual Bunkers = (2 20x50 identical units and (1 20x20 unit, multiple bedrooms with bunk style and queen beds with closet areas. It is equipped with 3 NBC Air Filtration Systems complete with Blast Valves and Over Pressure Valves, 3 Full Bathrooms with showers, 1 Hidden Access Security Doors, 2 Full Kitchens, complete with plenty of storage and shelving. This bunker also has enough space and private living areas to shelter several large families.

INCLUDES:

- 3 Individual Double-Wide Bunkers (20’ Wide)
- 3 Individual Living Units
- 3 Large Pantries / Food Storage
- 1 Utility Unit / Power Room
- 12 Bunk Style Beds with closet areas
- 5 Master’s quarters with queen size bed
- 1 Entrance
- 1 Escape Hatch
- 8 Individual Bedrooms
- 3 NBC Air Filtration Systems w/ Blast Valves
- 3 Full Bathrooms with Showers
- 1 Hidden Security Door
- 2 Full Kitchens
- Double sinks (stainless)
- Standard Staircase w/ Handrail

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.

$649,000
The Guardian is a 2600 SqFt bunker complex. This 3 unit bunker complex comes with 3 units. (2) 20’x50’ double wide units and (1) 10’x50’ unit. All of the amenities of our upgrade models are included in addition to 2 hidden security doors allowing the occupants to covertly secure sections of the bunker if the need arises. The fallout shelter’s 3 living units include full bathrooms with showers. It also includes a secure vault room with hidden access. In addition, there are 2 full kitchens with dining areas. These units are built with comfort in mind. It has enough room and storage to easily facilitate multiple families.

$679,000

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.

**INCLUDES:**
- 2 Individual Double-Wide Bunkers (20’x50’)
- 1 Individual 10’x50’ Bunkers
- 1 Decontamination Room w/ Shower
- 3 Individual Living Units
- 2 Large Storage Pantries
- 1 Utility Unit / Power Unit
- 12 Bunk Style Beds with closet areas

- 2 Master’s quarters with queen size bed
- Standard Staircase w/ Handrail
- 1 Escape Hatch
- 3 NBC Air Filtration Systems w/ Blast Valves
- 3 Full Bathrooms with Showers
- 2 Hidden Security Doors

- 1 Secure Vault Room
- 2 Full Kitchens, complete with double sink, and plenty of storage and shelving
The Fortress is an impressive bunker complex built to protect the entire family tree, church, business or neighborhood. RSC's FORTRESS is specifically designed to allow each family to have their own individual space as well as giving them convenient access to the bunker's common areas. This underground bunker complex has 11 individual units and an above ground bullet-resistant steel safe-house that holds the fallout shelter entrance.

**INCLUDES:**

- 1 Above Ground “Safe-House” (built from .5” steel)
- 1 Bullet Resistant Upgraded Security Door
- 1 10’x50’ Storage Unit w/ Utility Room
- 1 10’x40’ Storage Unit w/ Panic Room
- 42 Bunk Style Beds with under storage areas
- 15 Queen Beds
- 15 Private Bedrooms
- 1 Escape Hatch
- 12 NBC Air Filtration Systems complete with Blast Valves and Over Pressure Valves
- 10 Bathrooms w/ Traditional Wet Toilets & Showers
- 3 Full Kitchens
- 1 Utility/Storage bunker with gun vault and panic room
- 12 NBC Air Filtration System
- 3 Hidden Security Doors
- Misc. Shelving & Storage
The General fallout shelter is a massive bunker complex built to shelter large families, small businesses, or small communities such as church congregations or other colonies of people. This underground bunker complex comes with all of the amenities of our typical upgrade units but offers much much more in the way of space and community functionality. It’s full of luxury upgrades such as a gym/fitness unit, and educational center, massive laundry room equipped with washers and dryers, security unit, decontamination unit, group dining hall, lounge area as well as extended kitchens and food storage. The General is the perfect Bunker for your small community.

INCLUDES:

- 50 Bunk Style Beds with under storage areas
- 2 Master’s Quarters w/ Queen Beds
- 9 Traditional Wet Toilets
- 9 Personal Showers with 1 decontamination shower
- 2 Full Kitchens
- 1 Tool Room/Workshop/Utility Room
- 1 Security Unit w/ Gun Vault
- 1 Decontamination Unit
- 1 Gym/Health & Fitness Room
- 1 Educational Center / Library
- 11 NBC Air Filtration Systems complete with Blast Valves and Over Pressure Valves
- Lounge Area with wrap-around sofa
- Dining Hall
- Laundry Room complete with 3 washers and 3 dryers
- Utility/Storage bunker

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.
Introducing the VENETIAN Bunker Complex. 1 of 3 luxury series underground bunker floor plans. The luxury series floor plans are designed to offer all of the creature comforts of modern living in addition to the practical, self-sustainable living all of our bunkers offer. There is no limit to what you can include in these spacious underground bunkers and the luxury series brings that statement to new heights. All of our luxury series models offer custom flooring and carpet, custom kitchen with beautiful cabinets and counters, a refrigerator, multi vehicle garage with motor-cave, green house for sustainable food sources, large gyms and exercise facilities and huge storage rooms. These units are also equipped with full plumbing/septic systems and wired for dual power. (meaning the bunker complex can run on the grid or off the grid)

$3,290,000

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.

INCLUDES:

- Enough beds for 22 people
- 3 Individual Master Bedrooms with Queen Beds
- 7 NBC Air Filtration Systems complete w/ Blast Valves
- Large Family Room
- 3 Personal Bathrooms with showers
- 1 Full Custom Kitchen,
- Custom Cabinets
- Custom Counters
- Custom Flooring
- Full Size Refrigerator
- Laundry Room
- Gym/Health & Fitness Center
- Dining Hall
- Utility/Storage Unit
- Garage/Tool Room/Workshop
- Green House w/ LED Grow Lights and Auto Irrigation
Introducing the PRESIDENTIAL luxury bunker complex. Offering all of the creature comforts of modern living, these underground shelters couple both practical, self-sustainable living with lavish aesthetics. These spacious underground bunkers are completely customizable with limitless options bringing the term “luxury” to new underground heights. The Luxury Series offers custom flooring and carpet, a custom kitchen with beautiful cabinets and counter tops, a refrigerator, multi vehicle garage with motor-cave, green house for sustainable food sources, large gyms and exercise facilities and huge storage rooms. These units are also equipped with full plumbing / septic systems and wired for dual power. (meaning the bunker complex can run on the grid or off the grid)

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.

INCLUDES:

- Enough beds for 38 people
- 9 Individual Master Bedrooms with Queen Beds
- 7 NBC Air Filtration Systems complete w/ Blast Valves
- 4 Personal Bathrooms with showers
- 1 Full Custom Kitchen
- Custom Cabinets
- Custom Counters

- Custom Flooring
- Full Size Refrigerator
- Massive Storage / Pantry
- Gym/Health & Fitness Center
- Laundry Room
- Large Family Room

- Dining Hall
- Utility / Power Room
- Garage/Tool Room/Workshop
- Green House w/ LED Grow Lights and Auto Irrigation

$4,200,000
Introducing the ARISTOCRAT underground bunker complex. The luxury line of floor plans are designed to offer all of the creature comforts of modern living while providing all of the same protections that come with all of our bunkers. These underground shelters couple both practical, self-sustainable living with lavish aesthetics and the comfort of modern living. This spacious underground bunker is completely customizable with limitless options. These units are also equipped with full plumbing / septic systems and wired for dual power allowing the bunker complex can run on or off “the grid”. This luxury bunker also has an above-ground “safe house” insulating the bunker entrance. The structure looks like an ordinary pre-fab building to the eye, but behind the standard sheet-metal walls are bullet resistant walls made of 1/2” plate steel and a heavy blast door. This door is double lined in 1/2” plate steel and it is equipped with a 2 foot steel plate dead-bolt locking system. Once you are inside the safe-house, it offers one more layer of protection for the bunker entrance. The bunker's hatch lies behind a false wall. This false wall is made from 1/4” plate steel (like all of the other interior walls) and it’s dual purpose is undetectable to the naked eye. This wall will open to the bunker entrance once you release the hidden locking mechanism. Once you are inside the hidden “hatch-room” the door can be locked from the inside as well using 2 sliding dead-bolts.

Furniture and decorations are for demonstration purposes only.